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Dear Senator, I have for you recent and generous vote. Yet, I've not heard a reply on my question as to possible prospect for my kind coming up, and since you are always so prompt, I feel it may have miscarried.

I had written you seeking my assistance in enquiring if you knew of any openings in government on my level ($45,000) as we are all attempting to employ with the President 2 / the Chancellor of the National Security of the Act that we place ourselves by the end of November in the new Five Year old plan. As I have been there for 10 years, I am exerting all my efforts.
to this end, and any suggestions for an excellent training point would be welcome. In the years as Director of Education I have had the highest regards from all the Cleavers, including this Cleaver, and have great expense in the cultural and intellectual field. Recently I had a rather formal interview with Mr. Pearl Carpenter when they are closing for a County Day in November, and RCA has indicated that while their overseas posts are filled by necessity with their own people, a year or two, to their regret, is possible. The Department of Education (in the Higher Primary Area) and Father have also been appreciative of me. If you can say further, I'd be grateful in these excellent skills.

Best of luck in the election when I'm planning to see you again very soon. Cordially.

[Signature]
P.S. Also on an on an on state, I have
put forward my application for the
opening of Museum Decor at R.I.S.D., and
Decor of the Newport Preservation Society, and
hope to hear from them. In general I have
sent out between 200 and 300 Resumes
in the last months since the appointment
of my policy. It is a difficult market,
and present at this level is not
for enough in employment to insist
on their two schedule—will one's case also.
Then there been a mention of
Energy possible, but many seem to come together on it. We scheduled I've been coming. Yet, I can encourage. But it will, at the 11th hour, we. I imagine find your new venture point may you your knowledge. If you can, I may just have thought of to help. I'd be delighted to stop by in Washington + thanks at any point. Of course. Another plan is [34-6025] also, in D.C. in Boston. You other wants to remain me to set up a time. Yet I know how busy you are. So if convenient.